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ABSTRACT
Industry thinking for computer control standards and documentation emphasizes concepts and graphics
derived from an earlier era when they were needed to trace circuit implementation A digital world can
rely on the computer to compile and error check. Instead its documentation should emphasize the
application intent and readability, permitting a much higher level of understanding and checking. For
many years, the author has been describing a general control application language, based, to the extent
possible, on such an Intent representation. The discussion is based on the language Idiom concept and
traditional continuous control practice as a best available example of a practice supporting a
recognizable Intent based representation. The paper illustrates the Idiom concept with a web site
available continuous control documentation tool recently put together to develop wide community
exposure. Beyond documentation, the larger language allows automatic integration the controls with
other operational dimensions. Most obviously these include the automatic structuring of the operator
interface. But the paper also extends this to show how the application information embedded in the
control design can be used to support automatic failure accommodation and maintenance support.

INTRODUCTION
Industry thinking on control application standards and documentation emphasizes simple graphics and
tabular data. These represent weak partial solutions, because the underlying needs are misunderstood.
Each of these elements is intended to simplify control application and make the result more easily
understood and utilized, its intent more apparent. The problem is that both the resulting graphics and
standards emphasize control implementation rather than intent, and that implementation is based on predigital technical restrictions.
For example a complete process control instrumentation graphic is most appropriate for leading an
engineer through an analog wiring of a control design. But engineers no longer need to trace wires in the
control application, and implementing a control database about this model is antediluvian. The goal of
the standards is to minimize the effort in training user personal and make the fundamental operation of
the controls vendor independent. But a standard, based on analog control strategy is equally
implementation oriented, and thus dated, focused on the wrong problem, and intent obscure.
Modern digital technology is ideally suited to automatically compiling a lower level implementation
based on a higher level representation of intent, for example a machine language implementation from a
FORTRAN, VB, or C specification. When the practice supports a complete, natural, well understood
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relation between standard application goals and their natural implementation; automatic compilation is
the desirable result. Traditional continuous process control has represented such a practice, simple
enough so that engineers can learn it with minimum specialized academic training. Unfortunately, the
field has always dealt with the design intent in an informal manner, never developing or accepting the
necessary intent formalization to make the Intent compilation possibility obvious.1
For many years, the author has been describing a general2 control application language family, based,
where possible, on such an Intent concept, and expressed in text and graphics.[1-7] The most obvious
benefit of such a language is in clarifying user designs. Truly readable documentation would make
process control application substantially less expensive and more universally understood. But when
documentation and standards are based on control implementation, not only is the control design
obscure, but its relations to other aspects of the application are also obscure. This loses for the industry
one of the key benefits of standardization based digital technology: automatically supported integration.
As a result, each separate dimension of the application effort must be separately designed and
implemented. And to the extent that their intended functions are related, the design teams must puzzle
out these relations in an integration effort.
The paper will develop automatic Intent based integration in terms of the most complete Intent based
aspect of the above languages: the use of Idiom Control Loops to implement continuous controls. The
author has put together a web site and a freely usable documentation package allowing anyone to try out
the Idiom notation for control documentation.[8] The paper will briefly introduce this tool. But the paper
will discuss how the explicit formalization of Intent, as part of a control language, allows other related
system dimensions to be automatically integrated, or even automatically implemented. The paper will
elaborate earlier discussions of automatic creation of the human interface, and further show how other,
less obviously control related, application functions can be integrated. The paper will briefly discuss the
potential use of these ideas in handling integration of control and maintenance.
In each case, the system dimension will have a subset of functions that are meaningfully derived from
the control Intent specification, involved with any integration, and another subset of functions which can
be handled locally in traditional tuning tables. The goal is a plug and play style of integration, but at a
more advanced level: not between printers defined in fixed attributes and hidden drivers, but in
application elements defined by user written application programs.
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Graphics
Graphics are often argued as the basis of clear engineering documentation. Even in traditional terms
there is literature arguing that the usual belief in graphics is overstated.[9] As an example of graphics
proposed to represent logical calculations[3], the figure above shows four ways of representing the same
logical calculation: the IF statement, the Logic Diagram, the Truth Table and a variant form of Ladder
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Equally unfortunately, this lack has encouraged the academic community to base control teaching on a different,
unnecessarily abstract and complex mathematical formalism.
2
General purpose, allowing both simplicity and complete flexibility, as the user can always program any missing complexities
for himself.
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Diagram. In tests for recognition of the Intent of the design the IF statement took three times the time of
the Truth Table and Ladder Diagram to understand, whereas the Logic Diagram took one and a half
times as long. Historically Europeans have preferred the Logic Diagram. The relation is as follows: The
Logic Diagram most clearly expresses the propagation of logic signals, an implemention issue; the Truth
Table and Ladder Diagram both express cause and effect of application events and responses.
Thus they better express the Intent of the statement. Typical engineering diagrams are designed about
the earlier implementation issues. But a control system represented in a computer should represent the
application Intent not its implementation. In this day and age the computer can compile the
implementation. Most conventional arguments for traditional graphic control diagrams ignore this. They
rely on the traditional implementation diagrams and do not attempt the needed kind of Intent
representation.
The remaining discussion will use the Idiom Loop Statement as a best example of Intent Based
Modeling. To illustrate the comparison with the traditional diagram consider the two tower debutanizer
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application figures below:
Most of us familiar with the kind of complex block diagram shown on the right can imagine spending
an afternoon trying to understand it. In fact it includes only ten control loops. However, they are too
intertwingled to be easily sorted out. Loop diagrams can be used to simplify such a design. The Idiom
Loop Statement is a formalized loop diagram; the lefthand listing, describing the control system,
summarizes the loops in a dual text/graphic form automatically related. It can be explained in five
minutes in a way that can be taken away by the listener.
In each above figure, traditional graphic diagrams are compared with alternative text or graphic
representations. It should be clear that graphics are not the issue. The question is what should the
document convey, and how best to do it. Traditional graphics represent traditional engineering
implementations no longer relevant to a digital implementation which can be compiled from any desired
form. The documentation should instead represent the closest to end user Intent for which automatic
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compiled implementation is feasible. And it should do so in terms of whatever automatic layout and
display forms make the result clearest to the widest reader community possible, once that community
has been properly trained to the need and use of such clear documentation.
The rest of the paper will build on the Idiom Loop Statement as an example of the benefits achievable
from the Intent Based Modeling. It will show how a Intent language forms, generalized beyond just the
needs of the control expert, can support understanding of a wider human audience and automatically
integrate related application system dimensions. The examples used are human interfacing and
maintenance.

IDIOM NOTATION
The figure shows a triple stage cascade taken from
the earlier debutanizer example. The diagram
corresponds to a single Process Control control loop.
[Calling this a single loop confuses people because the figure shows three nested control loops (in
addition to the constraint loop). But it is justified because the basic goal of the control system is to
control the Composition (BC1) by manipulating the Valve (V1). The other loops are subordinate parts of
the main loop acting to improve the valve manipulation.]
Each Idiom Loop Statement in the original figure BC1 REGULATE Q1 REGULATE DP1 HICONSTR F1 REGULATE V1
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controlled variables in the statement (to the right) represent
successive variables along a Degree of Freedom Path through which the primary composition variable is
controlled ultimately leading to the valve. As each measurement is manipulated (through its setpoint) to
control the earlier stage, it is itself controlled by being subject to regulation and other limitations (e.g. Hi
or Lo Limits, Hi or Lo Constraints) and refinements (e.g. Feedforwards). In this way, each measurement
in the Degree of Freedom Path is associated with a Phrase, repeating a basic language statement
regulatory pattern.
In the illustrated statement shows the simple LoLimit Idiom and the more complex HiConstraint Idiom
as they are applied in the main Degree of Freedom Path to override control when necessary. The
HICONSTR Idiom operator, in a sequence of REGULATE Idiom operators, is analogous to a multiplication
operator in a sequence of addition operators in an algebraic statement. It has higher “precedence” and
defines the overriding structure further illustrated by the graphic counterpart.
The details of the Idiom Loop Statement are developed in more detail in the references.[8] The web site
provides a documentation tool with user’s guide, which permits the development of listings like those
shown here.3The reader can get a broader introduction to the notation in that guide.
Apart from its lesser clarity the traditional block diagram (or any Object based counterpart) implies
only local limits to the connections between blocks. The tool illustrates the far greater power provided
by the Idiom Loop Degree of Freedom Intent model. Such a model expresses global constraints, not
merely local constraints. For example, the block diagram would permit the connection of the V1 back to
the setpoint of the BC1 in a Degree of Freedom loop. Nothing about the individual rules of controller
connections prevents that, even though it is an absurdity from a control point of view.
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All of the example Idioms except the Backup Idiom in the debutanizer are supported.
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The documentation tool has built in rules, BC1
Q1 REGULATE DP1 HICONSTR F1 REGULATE V1 REGULATE BC1
REGULATE
which recognize such basic errors. One may
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see this as kind of silly. But it as essential to
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processor. The value of the spelling checker
goes far beyond checking spelling errors per 0: Error 20: Looped (Final Variable = Initial Variable)
se; it recognizes misstypings. For many of us the word processor became a viable substitute for the typist
only once it provided this bit of automated “proof reading”. The deeper the basic Intent “understanding”
built into the language system, the greater the clarity, ease of use, and integration provided. In addition to
the looping error, the tool checks for any other Degree of Freedom violations, involving any statement or
collections of statements. Translated into control language design these kinds of error checking are
essential and normal.

IDIOM OPERATOR DISPLAY
Even more fundamental to real value from a digital
application in the modern world, and more missing in the
current proposed standards and systems, is the integration
possible across different operational tools related to the same
application. Several papers[5] have shown how different
operational displays could be automatically generated from the
same Idiom Loop Statement, as shown above. Integrated
multi-controller displays have been an important missed
opportunity for many years; this technology makes them automatic.
This integration recognizes that control and interfacing are different functions with different
specification requirements. A PID acting as a Regulate Idiom (to regulate4 a measurement to a setpoint)
involves a setpoint, measurement, output, output feedback (with other output feedback quantities), and
A/M or related operational state controls. In addition to their role in integrating related Idioms these are
each required for integration with respect to operator interfacing. On the other hand, the bulk of the
parameterization (e.g. tuning parameters) can be ignored for external connection and handled by local
tables (separately accessible to operators in simple form, for tuning or maintenance function).
The integration related parameters, coupled with the Intent structure available from the Idiom Loop
notation, are easily handled in a general manner to automatically structure human interface graphics in a
way that integrates related Regulate and Constraint Idioms. The resulting display can show the operator
not only the controller Setpoint/Measurement values, but also the affect of operator actions, and of
related controls and constraint overrides on each other. In any such coupling of functions, each function
will have the external Intent model, which can be standard and still so elegantly simple that it is useful. It
will also have a more complex set of internal implementation parameters, which need not generally
participate in the integrated display.
The figure shows a separate faceplate for each controller. But it also shows the activity of those
controllers, shading the constraint controller when it is inactive [or shading the main controller when the
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The PID implements a dozen or more other usages, including the HiConstraint above, part of the reason that traditional
control diagrams are difficult to understand!
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constraint becomes active (take over)]. It shows how
the controller outputs are passed to the setpoints of
neighboring controllers also taking into account any
overrides.
The same operational information can be provided
under a different display policy as illustrated by the
trend record based display shown adjacently. In the
example, the trend record displays the history of
each of the variables; a separate text joystick area
allows the operational modification of those
variables or their setpoints. The Idiom diagram is
used to show the regulation/constraint override
activity and allow access to the A/M state of each of
the controllers.
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TIEING THE MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE TO THE APPLICATION
The field has begun to consider the possibility of integrating maintenance information into the socalled “Smart Sensors”. The possibility of integrating internal diagnostics into the sensor and actuator
database to make the sensor data self-correcting has also been suggested. The recent interest in
Predictive Maintenance represents another attempt at allowing maintenance data to be more live. But
incorporating live maintenance data into the operations has the danger of further compounding the data
overload of operating people.
Ideally maintenance data will be used to infer actual and potential failures automatically. Predictions
can be made based on specific measures of the sensor or actuator device health, or general measures of
the behavior of the process (e.g. vibration). They can be made on the basis of measured health of
supporting electronics such as the power supplies. There is a catch 22 here because there is little
incentive to provide effective, standardized diagnostics if the application systems provide no guidance as
to the effective use of them and little incentive to provide good application tools if there are no
complete, standardized diagnostics to drive them.
But let us assume that sensors and actuators could be provided with meaningful self-diagnosis
including predictive diagnosis. Effective use requires display aids to both the operators and the
maintenance personnel. The operators need indications in their displays of the criticality of current and
anticipated failures and their impact on the actual application. The maintenance people need guidance in
scheduling their work orders to have the most timely benefit to the operations. Earlier papers discussed a
three level smart sensor protocol.[6]
This protocol proposes three levels: raw Device Diagnostic Data, user defined Application Role codes,
and generic Failure Status automatically translated from the first two levels. This generic status allows
different devices, with different detailed failure behavior to be treated in terms of a more general
standardized point of view. For example, a thermocouple may fail by open circuiting and a pressure tap
can clog. But the application affect of these can each be translated to a single zeroed value, expressed as
a single status indication. In each case the application effect is total loss of any sensor indication of
process activity. Other generic status codes might indicate a less severe loss more suitable to a more
constructive accommodation.
For example, a secondary control measurement, subject to a ten percent error offset can continue to
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function in its control role because the primary controller will be able to make up for the effects of the
error on the primary variable. This kind of reasoning can be built into the controls and alarms, notifying
the operator of crucial failure situations and accommodating appropriate failures, as long as there are
suitably standardized generic failure codes and application roles. In the three level protocol, the
application role is manually configured into the system. But the Idiom notation allows that application
data to be generated automatically from the Loop Statements.
For maintenance scheduling guidance, failure data needs to be augmented by indications of its impact
on the process. The Idiom Loop Statement indicates how failures will affect control but it does not
include data on which process variables are most important. We can accommodate the last problem by
including a (in this case graphic) representation of the cost of loss of control of each process
measurement as a function of time after the immediate failure to control. The model includes a time
from initial failure to first economic impact and then any further
incremental continuing effect in two stages.
Ideally, predictive failure indications would take the form of a
(here graphically represented) probability of failure shown over
some interval of time, from the initial time in which the failure
might occur to the final time when it would be expected to have
occurred. The user configured cost model would be combined
with the prediction probabilities to display the probabilistic cost
figure.
The Idiom Loop Statement augments this data by the process relationship between the different
actuators and sensors. Thus a failed sensor may include supporting backup strategies for inferring the
missing process value and the associated accuracy. If the accuracy is adequate then the residual failure
cost relates more to how long the data back up can be expected to continue. On the other hand, a failed
valve or secondary measurement (unless supported by an alternative valve) will begin to affect some
different more economically important measurement.
The Idiom Loop Statements allow the inferred
connection between the failed cause variable and the
economically affected measurement. An automatic
system can combine the language and configuration data
to generate a scheduling diagram showing the anticipated
direct and indirect costs of all current and anticipated
failures.
For both operations and scheduling, the goal is to allow
general policies and general failure behavior
specifications to be used automatically to translate the
control Intent to the appropriate displays and functioning.

CONCLUSIONS
For many years older industry leaders, familiar with the design of analog products had difficulty
relating to the modern applications and digital systems requirements. More recently we have made great
progress in translating applications to the implemented digital systems. Now vendors need to codify our
application understanding and practice and learn to translate it into an automatic compilation product
technology. The pendulum has swung from an emphasis on specialized vendor expertise. Now emphasis
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is on raw applications. It needs to swing back to a quality vendor expertise, which better automates
application Intent translation to the implied implementation.
The paper has reviewed earlier Intent based language work. It has introduced a documentation tool
designed to further illustrate the power of the earlier work and make it accessible to users who might
want to consider the desirability of improving their application documentation. It then extends the
discussion to address other larger benefits of such systems, discussing previously introduced work on
integration with the operator interface. Finally it shows how this higher level kind of control
configuration can be used to integrate other aspects of the operation, going beyond the areas normally
considered in the design of the control systems, in this case addressing maintenance.
As long as the industry continues to think of control configuration in terms of the implementation
strategies which preceded the digital era, or indeed, in terms of implementation rather than the user’s
intent, we will fail to achieve the benefits of a computer age. In this we are not alone. The bulk of current
industry use of computers is suspended in a limbo of implementing in a digital world the identical
methods found appropriate to the old pre-digital world and unlikely, in the end, to maximize benefit
from the new one. Of special irony is that the proposed Intent oriented approaches are much more in tune
with traditional straightforward control practices than the practices that are often developed and taught
academically in lieu of an adequate application formalism.
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